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Introduction
As a central problem in molecular biology, physical mapping is to reconstruct relative positions of fragments of DNA along the genome from certain pairwise overlap information. Because of the large amount and variety of data, mathematical models are essential for designing efficient algorithms that construct, combine and refine maps. In this paper, we study a generalization of interval graphs introduced for the assembly of contigs in physical mapping of DNA.
In order to study a contiguous segment of DNA, physical mapping starts from cutting the DNA into relatively small fragments called clones at certain specific locations on the genome. Then each fragment is replicated. There are various biological techniques for determining if two clones intersect, but most of these techniques involve obtaining some fingerprints for each clone, and deciding that two clones intersect if their fingerprints are sufficiently similar [3, 5, 8, 141 . A widely used model in physical mapping for reconstruction of the DNA is the interval graph. A graph is an interval gruph if there is a family of intervals that associates an interval to each vertex of the graph, and two vertices are adjacent if and only if their corresponding intervals have a nonempty intersection. The collection of intervals associated to an interval graph G is called an intervul representation of G. When complete overlap information is available, interval graphs provide useful tools FR. McMorris et al. I Discrete Applied Mathematics 88 (1998) [315] [316] [317] [318] [319] [320] [321] [322] [323] [324] to model the reconstruction problem. There are linear time algorithms, such as the PQtree algorithm [l] and the modified PQ-tree algorithms [ 131 that produce a list of map candidates. However, comprehensive overlap information from fingerprints is based on experimentally determined restriction fragment lengths which are thus subject to both error and statistical variation due to problems in sizing fragments and in assigning identity to similarly sized fragments [2] . In practice, a fairly large amount of overlap of clones is required for the map to be considered reliable.
An approach different from fingerprinting is used to generated clone contigs to map the human chromosome 13 [6, 171. In cosmid contig mapping, overlap information of individual clones is generated by hybridization. A set of clones is placed on a filter for colony hybridization and the filter is probed with clone which have been radioactively labeled . This process produces overlap information as to which probes overlap with other clones. Compared to generating physical maps using complete overlap information, the task could be more efficient if a map can be obtained by using only a subset of the clones as probes.
If only a subset of clones are used as probes, overlap information is not available between clones which are nonprobes. While the interval graph model is no longer applicable, a generalization of interval graphs was introduced [ 16, 171 for the existence of nonprobes. A graph is a probe interval graph if its vertex set can be partitioned into subsets P and N, with an interval assigned to each vertex such that two vertices are adjacent if and only if their corresponding intervals have a nonempty intersection, and at least one of the vertices is in P. Obviously, in the cosmid contig mapping, clones used as probes correspond to vertices in P and clones not used as probe correspond to vertices in N.
In this paper, we study the characterization and recognition problems of probe interval graphs. We first summarize some known results, and then show that probe interval graphs are perfect by proving that they are weakly triangulated. We characterize probe interval graphs by a variation of consecutive ordering of its intrinsic cliques, and give a heuristic for constructing maps for cosmid contig mapping.
Terminology and early results
Given a graph G = (V, E), the subgraph induced by a subset S C V is denoted G(S).
A graph G = ( V, E) is an interval split graph [ 151 if there is a partition of V = { VI, VZ} such that G( VI ) is an interval graph and G( Vz) is an independent set, i.e., a set of pairwise nonadjacent vertices. Since there may be more than one partition of V that certifies that a graph G = (V, E) is an interval split graph, we denote G = (VI, V2, E) to denote an interval split graph for a given partition V = {VI, Vz}.
If G is a probe interval graph, by definition, the subgraph induced by P is an interval graph and the subgraph induced by N is an independent set. Therefore, probe interval graphs are interval split graphs such that VI = P and V2 = N. In the remainder of this paper, we denote a probe interval graph by G = (P, N, E) whenever a specified partition Interval graphs are probe interval graphs for which N = 0. It is easy to see that a probe interval graph may not be an interval graph. For example, the cycle with four vertices is a probe interval graph but not an interval graph. As another example, it is well-known that the graph in Fig. 1 is not an interval graph. However, for the partition shown, with darkened vertices in P and others in N, it is a probe interval graph.
Let G = (P,N,E) be a probe interval graph with respect to a given partition P and N. Recall that a graph is chordal if it has no induced cycle of length larger than 3. An important property of interval graphs is that they are chordal graphs. The following is proved by Zhang [ 161.
Theorem 2.1 (Zhang [ 161) .
The enhancement of a probe interval graph G = (P, N, E) kth respect to a given partition is chordal.
Zhang [ 161 also gave a characterization of probe interval graphs using complete sets of quasi-maximal cliques. A clique is a subgraph in which every pair of vertices are adjacent. A quasi-clique C of an interval split graph is a set of vertices such that probes in C form a clique and every nonprobe in C is adjacent to every probe of C.
A quasi-maximal clique is a quasi-clique that contains at least one maximal clique of G. A complete set of quasi-maximal cliques is a set of quasi-maximal cliques such that every maximal clique of G is in one and only one quasi-maximal clique of the set.
A family of subgraphs GI, . . . , G, is consecutively ordered if u E V(Gi) n V(Gi), i 6 j,
Theorem 2.2 (Zhang [16] ). An interval split graph G = (VI, V,, E) is a probe interval graph with respect to the same partition VI = P, Vl = N if and only (f there is a complete set of quasi-maximal cliques that can be consecutively ordered.
Perfectness of probe interval graphs
An important class of graphs in combinatorial optimization and algorithmic theory is the perfect graphs defined by Berge. A graph is perfect if for all of its induced subgraphs, the chromatic number and the clique number are equal. Chordal graphs are well-known perfect graphs [9] and interval graphs are perfect since they are chordal. A natural question for probe interval graphs is whether or not probe interval graphs are perfect. In this section, we show that probe interval graphs are indeed perfect. A graph G is weakly triangulated if G and its complement G" do not contain any induced subgraph isomorphic to a chordless cycle of more than four vertices.
An asteroidal triple of a graph G is a set of vertices {x, y,z} such that there are paths PLY from x to y,P, from y to z and PXz from x to z such that x is not adjacent to any vertex on P,, y is not adjacent to any vertex on Px,, and z is not adjacent to any vertex on PXv. It is well known that an interval graph contains no asteroidal triples. Even though Theorem 2.1 shows that the enhancement of a probe interval graph with respect to a given partition is chordal, the following theorem is not a direct consequence of Theorem 2.1. four in G*, contradicting that G* is chordal. Therefore, probes and nonprobes alternate on C. As a consequence, G has no chordless cycle of odd length larger than three.
Now, suppose C is a chordless cycle of even length at least 6. There are at least three nonadjacent probes, say x, y,z, on C. Let PI, P2 and P3 be the paths consisting of segments of C between x and y, y and z, z and x, respectively. Then z is not adjacent to any vertex on PI, y is not adjacent to any vertex of P2 and x is not adjacent to any vertex of Pa. Since x, y,z have no new neighbors in the interval completion G*, X, y,z form an asteroidal triple in G*, contradicting that G* is an interval graph. Therefore, a probe interval graph has no cycles of length larger than 4.
To show that G has no complement of a chordless cycle of length larger than four, first note that if C is a chordless cycle of length four, then there are exactly two probes and two nonprobes alternating on the cycle. Since the complement of a cycle with five vertices, C,, is a Cg, which cannot be an induced subgraph of G, we only need to show that G has no complement of chordless cycles of length at least 6. Suppose on the contrary that {uI,..., 0,) induces an complement of chordless cycle of length n, n 3 To end this section, we mention that although probe interval graphs are perfect and their enhancements are chordal, they do not possess a nice property which is true for all chordal graphs, and, hence, for all interval graphs. A graph is perfectly orderable if there is a linear order on its vertices such that the greedy coloring scheme that assigns each vertex the first available color of an ordered color set gives a coloring that is optimal for each of its induced subgraphs. Probe interval graphs may not be perfectly orderable. Further properties of perfectly orderable graphs can be found in [4] . The graph in Fig. 3 is a probe interval graph that is not perfectly orderable.
Consecutive order of the intrinsic cliques
Recall that an order of subgraphs Gt, . , G, of a graph G is consecutive if u E V(Gi) n V(Gj), i d j, then u E V(Gk) for all i d k 6 j. When a consecutive order exists for a family F of subgraphs, we say that F is consecutively orderable. The following is a well-known characterization of interval graphs. VI nN(u) ) for some nonprobe U.
Note that the intrinsic cliques contain only probes, they are not always maximal cliques of G( VI), and it is possible that one intrinsic clique is a proper subgraph of another intrinsic clique.
Theorem 4.2. The set of intrinsic cliques of a probe interval graph G = (P, N, E) with respect to a given partition is consecutively orderable.
Proof. Suppose G = (P,N,E) is a probe interval graph and G* is a probe interval completion of G with respect to the given partition. Let C be an intrinsic clique of G.
If C is a maximal clique of G(P) and C g G(N(u)) for any nonprobe U, then C is a maximal clique of G*. If C is a maximal clique of G(P) and C C G(N(u)) for u EN, then C is a maximal clique of G (Pn N(u) ). There is a maximal clique C* of G* containing C U {u} such that C* n G(P) = C. If C is not a maximal clique of G(P), then there is nonprobe u such that C is maximal in the subgraph induced by N(u).
Then there is a maximal clique C* of G* such that C= C* n G(P). Therefore, for any intrinsic clique C, there is a maximal clique C* of G* such that C = C* nP. We say that C* is a projection of C in G*.
Since G* is an interval graph, by Theorem 4.1, let C:, . . . , C,* be a consecutive order of maximal cliques of G*. Then CT n G(P), . . . , Cz n G(P) is also a consecutive order. Delete any C,? n G(P) that is empty and duplicate Cjr n G(P) for every intrinsic clique C that satisfies C = Cl? n G(P). Then we have a consecutive order of the intrinsic cliques. 0
We say that an order Cl,. . . , C, of the intrinsic cliques of an interval split graph is pan-consecutive if it is consecutive, and for any nonprobe u, if C,, Cj (i < j) are maximal cliques of G(N(u)) and Cj U CZi C G(N(u)), then Ck C G(N(u)) for any k with i<k<j.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose G = (P,N, E) is a probe interval graph. Then G has a panconsecutive order.
Proof. Suppose that G* is a probe interval completion of G with respect to the given partition. If CF, . . . , Cz is a consecutive order of maximal cliques of G*, we show that G =(P,N,E 
) is a probe interval graph with u representation in which there is no proper containment between intervals corresponding to probes.

Then there is a probe interval representation of G such that (1) there is no proper containment between inter&s corresponding to probes, and (2) in the corresponding probe interval completion G*, if un intrinsic clique C is a maximal clique of G(N(u)) nnd C 5 G(N(v)) for nonprobes u and v, then there is a maximal clique of G* that contains u,v and C.
Proof. Suppose G = (P, N, E) 
is a probe interval graph with a representation in which there is no proper containment between intervals corresponding to probes.
Then the modijed intrinsic matrix of' G has the consecutive-one's property.
Proof. If = (P, N,E) is a probe interval graph, then G(PUu) is an interval graph for any nonprobe u. So the complexity is bounded from the above by WWPI + E));
2.
Construct the modified intrinsic matrix of G. This is bounded by the same amount of time as the previous item. The size of the modified intrinsic matrix is also bounded by WWPI + PI));
3. Test the consecutive-one's property and find a permutation that makes l's appear consecutively.
There is linear time (on the size of the matrix) algorithm for this task [l].
Closing remark
We showed that probe interval graphs are perfect graphs, characterized probe interval graphs by a pan-consecutive ordering of their intrinsic cliques, and formulated its mixed O-l matrix equivalence. Among open problems and future work, we ask if there is a polynomial algorithm that recognizes probe interval graphs. A referee pointed out that testing consecutive-one's property of mixed O-l matrices is NP-complete [lo, 121. Since the property of being a probe interval graph is inherited by induced subgraphs, we may also ask for the complete list of forbidden induced subgraphs of probe interval graphs. Some progress has been obtained, and will be discussed in separate papers.
